Sanctuary terminated by arrest

By Reid Ader

The MIT Sanctuary for Mike O'Connor, which had during its nearly two-week-long existence involved as many as 1000 people at a time, ended quietly Saturday night with the removal of its last remaining occupant. Shortly after 7 am O'Connor was arrested by a single, unidentified military police officer, the same type of arrest that had been made in the case of most other people present when the arrests were made.

According to witnesses Bob Bartek, Lt. Olivieri opened the door for the officer, who entered and said to O'Connor: "In the name of the United States government, I am placing you under arrest." O'Connor asked to see the warrant, which was promptly given to him. He was given the warrant and allowed sufficient time to read it through.

The officer obtained a cigarette, and was given one by a bystander. The arresting officer lit it for him. Bartek said that O'Connor and the officer were leaving, Olivieri advised O'Connor of his constitutional rights.

Almost arrested Friday

The arrest was almost made Friday when O'Connor left the Student Center to return to his apartment. A police-cum-psychiatrist, Dr. Alfred J. Kounz, according to Bartek, this arrest was necessary since the strain of the Sanctuary had evoke earlier cases to be ill.

Few noticed the Federal authorities that O'Connor was coming to his house, and was told that the arrest would be made there.

After the arrest, O'Connor crossed the yard and proceeded toward Harvard Square. Francis E. Wadleigh, MIT Director of Public Relations, later said that O'Connor was taken to Fort Devens.
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**O’Conner’s arrest made without Dean’s warning**

(Continued from page 1)

found that by giving such warning unnecessarily he might be interfering with the Federal officers in the discharge of their duties. He cited his previously-published policy statement in which the administration adopted a policy of non-interference with the Federal authorities.

**Navy’s Corporate Laboratory—NRL**

Sanctuary organizers met Sunday afternoon to draft a press release, making the SSC office appear as busy as it had been in previous days when O’Conner had been there. Spokesmen said that various “liberation committees” which were formed while the Sanctuary was still in the Sala would continue to meet.

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS \ MECHANICAL ENGINEERS**

**Norden will be on campus**

Nov. 19, 1968 (Tuesday)

Graduating Electrical Engineers and Mechanical Engineers are invited to discuss career opportunities in research, design, development and manufacturing in areas such as:

- Airborne Radar Systems / Pilot Display Systems
- Ground Support Equipment / Advanced Computer Techniques / Advanced Electromechanical Design Techniques / Optical Devices

Norden’s location in Norwalk, Connecticut is easily accessible to the entire New York metropolitan area.

For convenient appointment, please make arrangements in advance through your Placement Office.

**Naval Research Laboratory**

WASHINGTON, D.C.

*An Equal Opportunity Employer*

The Navy’s Corporate Laboratory—NRL is engaged in research embracing practically all branches of physical and engineering science and covering the entire range from basic investigation of fundamental problems to applied and developmental research.

The Laboratory has a continuing need for physicists, chemists, metallurgists, mathematicians, oceanographers, and engineers (electronic, electrical, and mechanical). Applicants, who must be U.S. citizens, receive the full benefits of the career Civil Service.

Candidates for bachelor’s, master’s, and doctor’s degrees in any of the above fields are invited to schedule interviews with the NRL representatives who will be in the

**FACTORY DEMONSTRATION HERE**

**Minolta Camera Show & SALE**

Features FREE slide projectors, carrying cases and movie lights during 3-day demonstration sale. Factory representatives will demonstrate the Minolta all day.

**FREE:**

- Anscocite 500 Slide Projector when you buy a

**MINOLTA AUTO PAK 500**

Only $39.85

**MINOLTA SR T 101 w/ 7 Lens**

with Deluxe Leather Carrying Case

Only $199.85

**MINOLTA S R T 101 w/ 4 Lens**

with Deluxe Leather Carrying Case

Only $229.85

**FREE:**

- Sealed Beam Movie Light and Deluxe Leather Carrying Case when you buy

**S-3 NEW SUPER 8 FORMAT MOVIE CAMERA**

Only $99.85

**S-6 NEW SUPER 8 FORMAT MOVIE CAMERA**

Only $134.85

**K-11 NEW SUPER 8 FORMAT MOVIE CAMERA**

Only $199.85

Sale at all 3 stores during all 3 demonstration days only.

**The Collegiate Department Store**
Examples of these committees are an ROTC fact-finding committee and a committee on tactics for ending the war.

Since Friday, uniformed Campus Police Officers had been stationed on the fourth floor of the Student Center, and they were still there Sunday night. Dean Wadleigh said he did not consider their presence extraordinary in view of all the activities under way over the weekend. He mentioned JP, a Computer Conference, and the Sanctuary itself which were all under way in the West Campus area.

Mike O’Connor clutches Bob Bartek during the elevator ride to the Student Center basement, following his arrest Sunday morning, accompanied by a CID agent.

The undersigned, members of the Harvard community---students, faculty and employees---affirm their solidarity with Michael O’Connor and those who joined him in sanctuary from this country’s shameful war. Those who refuse complicity with our military action in Vietnam offer moral and political salvation to America. Should other men of Michael O’Connor’s courage seek asylum at Harvard, we are prepared to offer our support.
Busted

Fourteen days ago, J. Mike O’Conner walked into the Sala and asked for Sanctuary. This act came as a surprise to many, for it was generally believed that he would not have the courage to do so. His immediate reactions were mixed.

At time proceeded, however, and the teach-ins, lectures and interviews progressed, it became apparent that the atmosphere was changing for the better than either of his counterparts at BU or Harvard. He was kept constantly in the public eye, for it is quite proper to subject a patient dead without giving him time to have a final kick.

his letter which appears on this page, Steve Ehrenman ’71, president of the class in question, lists the Council’s reasons for voting for boycott. The first of these is that support in the class is near zero. While we do not doubt that enthusiasm for Field Day is quite possible, the possible time of having had two previous chances to do this, the third time should certainly meet with success.

Sophomore Council in voting to boycott Field Day were adhered to strictly. He now walks a man free of the entanglement where he living ‘Theatre and the Plague.” The Sophomore Council in voting to boycott Field Day was dropped without delay to the question of whether or not the Sophomore Council has the power to take action on the boycott motion. In the past, no more than 50% of any given class has ever attended Field Day. It is entirely possible that the Council’s vote merely reflected the feeling of the total class; however, this does not mean that support for Field Day has dropped to “near zero.”

Regarding their second point, we doubt that the situation in any class is quite as black and white as stated. For one thing, cords do not participate in the golf night; yes, there are always enough girls at Field Day to participate in the tag-of-war.

We are willing to concede the second point. However, we would like to hear some more specific with regard to the claim that “Varsity Club did not adhere to the Field Day recommendations of the Class of ’71 or of the Incommenf committee on Field Day.” For the most part, these recommendations said that the golf night was to be abominated, along with any activities which required large amounts of advance preparation. As nearly as we were able to observe, both these recommendations were adhered to strictly.

As an addendum to the recent article about the new four-million-dollar laboratory built for President Connolly, it was reported that it will be illegal to drive the thing if it doesn’t love its horse.

Letters to The Tech

To the Editor:

On November 6, Sophomore Council voted to boycott Field Day. There were several arguments in favor of the motion: 1) Support in the class is near zero. This was attributed to the elimination of the Glove Fight, the time (11:00 Sunday morning) which was called, and other important factors which cannot be mentioned. 2) A class may be divided into two parts: those who like Field Day because of the Glove Fight; and those who don’t like Field Day. By cancelling the Glove Fight, Varsity Club alienated the former group, while at the same time doing nothing to attract a new base of support. The result is that the’new students are not sure what the events were to be. Finally, this motion is only a step in the attempt to prevent the treatment of the class of 1971.

Steve Ehrenman ’71
For the Sophomore Council

Kudos to the junior prom committee
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The properties, p,

They do exciting things. Like mining oil instead of pumping it. Working on air pollution. Making electricity from the atom. Isn’t that the kind of company you’d like to work for?

We’re a petroleum and energy company. That’s why we’re looking for people who can bring ideas and energy. People who can make good things happen. See our interviewer on campus. Or send a resume to: Mr. G. O. Wheeler, Manager Professional Recruitment, 1 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020.
MIT and the Housing

By Robert Dennis, Group Leader
Huney Baker
Alan Baumgardner
and Mark Voorhis

[Ed. Note: This is the third of a series of articles on the current housing crisis in Cambridge.]

There are many unfortunate rumors which cloud the issue of MIT's participation in land deals in Cambridge. Stories have, in fact, sometimes been circulated by real estate agents who purchase a chunk of residential property, and then seek to frighten the residents of the neighborhood by passing the word that MIT was the actual purchaser. We hope to place MIT's participation in Cambridge in clear perspective so that students and citizens can understand how these policies and practices relate to the economic facts of the crisis and to MIT's existence.

Clearly, the Institute is a large property owner, with sizable interests in both residential and industrial land. With regard to that portion of its property most directly involved in the housing situation, more than a month's research has led us to believe that MIT has nothing unethical in its role as landlord. It has, however, definitely placed the welfare of its own students and staff significantly above that of the Cambridge residents who are desperate for space.

We begin by reviewing the changes (this does not imply that we necessarily endorses the accounts) of the Cambridge Housing Convention's Coordinating Committee. In a statement dated May 23, 1968, the Committee referred to the encroachment of MIT (and Harvard) on the housing market — "the effect of this takeover is not only in the relocation of the students who use MIT's university and institutional land, but also in the illegal evictions of these students and other individuals who have had a legitimate interest in the housing.

But we must also act out of moral responsibility. We agree to accept the responsibilities to our own students and faculty by increasing the supply of low-and-middle rent housing available to all groups."

Finden report
On February 2, 1968, the Committee on Community Service (a joint faculty-student committee headed by Professor Bernard J. Finden) issued its report to the faculty. The following are excerpts from the report that are relevant to the Coordinating Committee's figures on Cambridge housing.

"We recognize that it may not be feasible for MIT to specify its real estate acquisition plans, but the key issue to be classified is whether we will agree to avoid taking action that will further reduce the supply of low-income housing in Cambridge."

Nature of encroachment
We begin by examining the nature of the "encroachment" of MIT on the housing market. In figures presented to the Coordinating Committee on October 23, Chauncey H. Herrey stated that almost 50% of MIT's land purchases are for off-campus student housing. This statement is specific to the present housing situation, more than a month's research has led us to believe that MIT has nothing unethical in its role as landlord. It has, however, definitely placed the welfare of its own students and staff significantly above that of the Cambridge residents who are desperate for space.

We begin by reviewing the changes (this does not imply that we necessarily endorses the accounts) of the Cambridge Housing Convention's Coordinating Committee. In a statement dated May 23, 1968, the Committee referred to the encroachment of MIT (and Harvard) on the housing market — "the effect of this takeover is not only in the relocation of the students who use MIT's university and institutional land, but also in the illegal evictions of these students and other individuals who have had a legitimate interest in the housing.
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But we must also act out of moral responsibility. We agree to accept the responsibilities to our own students and faculty by increasing the supply of low-and-middle rent housing available to all groups."
Properties, practices, and plans

A house of 3,000,000.

In addition to its Northgate holdings, MIT also owns about $11 million worth of real estate in Cambridge. Most of these properties comprise the land presently occupied by other companies and industrial concern. MIT views these sites as possible areas of expansion for its own facilities in the future. Some of these sites are the Metropolitan Storage Warehouse and the Heq Company on Varsity Street and the Harvard Trust.

"Effects incompatible with our concern for people in poverty."
Jean-Claude Killy, winner of three gold medals in the 1968 Winter Olympics.

Jean-Claude Killy talks shop... Chevrolet Sports Shop

(Freely translated from the French) "I am a man who drives for sport... for fun, you know? This is why I am telling you about the brave new Chevrolet and its Sports Shop.

"Only in the Chevrolet Sports Shop do you find cars like the Camaro Z/28. Ah, the Z/28, Camaro with 302 V8, more muscular suspension and Hurst shifter. Only Z/28 offers 4-wheel disc brakes. Only Z/28 offers the Camaro SS, Impala SS 427.

"The Sports Shop. Part of the Sports Department at your Chevrolet dealer's. "But of course."

Putting you first, keeps us first.
movie...

**Yarrow film fulsomely "cool"**

By Steve Grant

Is **Yarrow** the home movie? Then last Sunday's likeyou "You Are What You Eat," because that's exactly what it is - the most self-indulgent of any movie, in this case Peter Yarrow himself, with the littler star of some of his friends. Peter, did you think it would be interesting?

**Yarrow** is of course Peter of Paul, and Mary, that incredibly folk music trio that really isn't so hot. As folk music, but just as they are listening. Lastly they've gone to realize its incorruptibility, and just hard to swing a little bit has tried to swing a little in this, too. The only trouble is, he had practiced in private until ready to make a public showing. It seems, "You Are What You Eat," as an unanswerable must to a Peter-indulged autobiographical story about the bang-up for the first 20 years. "Yarrow" (too cool)

Kost of the movie is a disjointed collage of cameo-ish shots of various assorted people doing or saying real top things. Ha. If they're cool, I'll try to stay social reject.

By doing this film assumes the disingenuous posture of "the in-crowd" and attempts to teach us "where it's at?" This is one of the big shortcomings of the "pop culture" of today - it tries too hard, pushes too fast, and avoids to examine its top downs our ignorant threats. Now there's much a thing as being right while the rest of the world is wrong, but this isn't the way to convince ignorant masses. Nobody likes to be told he's stupid.

That's what "You Am What You Eat" does, essentially - it sits on the screen and moans to itself, "How cool I am." Well; that's not very interesting.

There are also lots of real cool angle shots and blow-up/distorted photography to convince the viewer that the movie is more stud than he is. If you too. The only trouble is, he phy to convince the viewer that the a las Jul, and Mary, that incredibly That's what "You Are What You "You're only be interested? the way to convince ignorant masses. either.

Friends. Peter, did you think rest of the world is wrong, but this isn't quence, because that's exactly today - it tries too hard, pushes too charact. By dysleks as folk music, but just as they are listening. Lastly they've gone to realize its incorruptibility, and just hard to swing a little bit has tried to swing a little in this, too. The only trouble is, he had practiced in private until ready to make a public showing. It seems, "You Are What You Eat," as an unanswerable must to a Peter-indulged autobiographical story about the bang-up for the first 20 years. "Yarrow" (too cool)

Kost of the movie is a disjointed collage of cameo-ish shots of various assorted people doing or saying real top things. Ha. If they're cool, I'll try to stay social reject.

By doing this film assumes the disingenuous posture of "the in-crowd" and attempts to teach us "where it's at?" This is one of the big shortcomings of the "pop culture" of today - it tries too hard, pushes too fast, and avoids to examine its top downs our ignorant threats. Now there's much a thing as being right while the rest of the world is wrong, but this isn't the way to convince ignorant masses. Nobody likes to be told he's stupid.

That's what "You Am What You Eat" does, essentially - it sits on the screen and moans to itself, "How cool I am." Well; that's not very interesting.

There are also lots of real cool angle shots and blow-up/distorted photography to convince the viewer that the movie is more stud than he is. If you too. The only trouble is, he phy to convince the viewer that the a las Jul, and Mary, that incredibly That's what "You Are What You "You're only be interested? the way to convince ignorant masses. either.

Friends. Peter, did you think rest of the world is wrong, but this isn't quence, because that's exactly today - it tries too hard, pushes too charact.

Try to swing a little in this, too. The only trouble is, he

Real cool, baby, you know what I mean? But for the Christ's sake, don't be intimidated - everybody dislikes such a self-effacing character. How can you respect a friend who is so unambitious as to call himself "Super Spade?"

At least Tony Tito has the precious ability to laugh at himself. How can anybody dislike such a self-effacing character? He makes you feel a little bigger with his put downs of himself. But he, too, tries too hard - there's no lightness in his self-parody. As a conse-

quence, you can't like him very much, either.

Marry the K used to have a saying, "You're what's happening, baby." Peter Yarrow would do well to listen, and learn.

**WILL THERE BE**

**"MANY MORE COLUMBIAS?"**

TUES. NOV. 12 8pm

CHANNELS 2 and 44

Participants:

Dr. Arland Christ-Janer, President, Boston University
Dr. Burton Hallowell, President, Tufts University
Dr. Ray Heffner, President, Brown University
Dr. Morris Abrams, President, Brandeis University

STUDENT PARTICIPANTS

From the New England Area

Moderator: Jay Feldman

---

**Think selfishly about your own career before you decide on one with Du Pont.**

Many have found career enrichment at Du Pont. This comes from being handed a ball and being expected to run with it. From working with top people, from growing in a company where the opportunities are always wide open and the projects are often out. Many have found professional fulfillment and have built a very full, varied and happy life as "Du Ponters." Others have found, after working at Du Pont, that their professional interest lay in teaching, in further study or in an industry that offered even wider scope in their particular discipline. All of these men left Du Pont far better qualified professionally than when they came.

So talk to the Du Pont recruiter. If he offers you something, think of it as a professional challenge, not a proposal of marriage.

---

**You Are Eligible**

If you live or work in Hammeets area, you are eligible for low cost,

Save Bank. Life Insurance is sold only through certified Savings Bank directors to keep costs low. And, although not guaranteed, dividends have been paid to policyholders every year since 1930 to reduce cost even further.

Savings Bank Life Insurance policies are available in a wide va-

te of forms. To find out what Savings Bank Life policy will meet your needs best, visit a trusted savings bank and ask for personal counseling from Savings Bank Life insur-

e. It could be one of the smartest financial moves you'll ever make.

---

**SWEET SAVINGS BANK**

**SBL**

**LIFE INSURANCE**

CAMEDDEPORT SAVINGS BANK

RIGHT IN

CENTRAL SQUARE

Cambridge 864-5271

---

**Du Pont Company**

Room 6685

Wilmington, DE 19898

I'd like your latest information on opportunities at Du Pont (or graduates with degree in:

Name:

University:

Degree:

Graduation Date:

Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

As Equal Employment Opportunity Employer (M/F)

---
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The Tech Sports

In a very tight, hard fought contest the MIT sailing team scored a first in the Stokes Trophy regatta and thus won the New England time boat Team Racing Championship. The fickle weather this weekend brought the postponement of the Floats Trophy for the four boat team racing championship and, almost equally, a pretty. The whole area was kept green with and instead of planted grass, and the sod was replaced whenever it began showing the slightest sign of wear.

Coach Frailey was also favorably impressed with the fans at the games. They were very appreciative and expected their share of attention. Coach Frailey was immediately chosen first participant to this year's Olympics, and he is expected to attend the games.

Over all Coach Frailey was responsible for the instrumentation, construction of spacecraft. It is also a Laboratory of Employment for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Kickers finish winless

By Ron Cleo

The seven kickers lost their last two games against the University of Connecticut, 40-0, with Connecticut winning Saturday’s match at Briggs Field, 40-0.

The engineers were determined not to let the encounter go by that easily, though. Valiant play by Carl Weiss, Carl Everett, Jeff Reynolds, Tom Tusn, Carl Weiss, and Jeff Weissman, provided the bulwark of the Tech defense and gave the offense a haphazard style, and the Tech booters remained scoreless.

But aggressive offense could not offset a lopsided game, and the Tech booters maintained scores.

This was the last game for the seven senior booters. Leaving the engineer squad will be Bob Akullian, Bob Cole, Carl Weiss, Jeff Reynolds, Tom Tusn, Carl Weiss, and Jeff Weissman, Everett, Weissman, and Reynolds provided the bulwark of the Tech defense and will be sorely missed.

Photo by Craig Davis and Gary DeBois

Engineer left wing Stan Sheppard ’70 prepares to center the ball. Connecticut won Saturday’s match at Briggs Field, 40-0.

The defense tightened up and allowed no more goals until a solitary tally in the last minute of the game.

But aggressive offense could not offset a lopsided game, and the Tech booters remained scoreless.

This was the last game for the seven senior booters. Leaving the engineer squad will be Bob Akullian, Bob Cole, Carl Weiss, Jeff Reynolds, Tom Tusn, Carl Weiss, and Jeff Weissman.

Engineer left wing Stan Sheppard ’70 prepares to center the ball.

Make a better world with Stone & Webster

At Stone & Webster, you'll be part of one of the largest consulting, engineering and construction companies in the world. We've pioneered in nuclear and thermal power, and have led the industry for the petroleum, petrochemical and chemical industries. These plants and those we build tomorrow will make a better world for millions of people.

So you can expect to participate in big things in our in-depth Training Program!

You'll work side by side with senior design engineers - all top men in their fields - during your formal training period (including work at a project site). While you'll be getting a broad sweep of experience, your assignments will still be tailored to your engineering specialty. In addition, our generous Tuition Assistance Plan lets you make the most of the unlimited educational opportunities in the Boston area. (Once you complete your training, you'll probably be assigned to the Boston office.)

At Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation, 225 Franklin Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02107. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Sweep the telescopes to zero in on your destination. It's all here at Old Boston - the windows of Old Boston that grew up and got smart.}
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